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Motivation

Automatic theorem provers (ATPs) such as Vampire [5] typically expose many parameters that
control the proof search. In the context of automatic theorem proving, each valid configuration
of the parameters is called a strategy. The performance of an ATP on an input problem often
varies greatly depending on the chosen strategy. When dealing with a heterogeneous input
problem distribution such as TPTP [9], a large performance gain can be achieved by employing
a diverse portfolio of strategies instead of just one strong strategy. By ordering the strategies
in the portfolio and assigning each of them a time limit, we get a strategy schedule.

In this short paper, we describe a procedure we used to construct strategy schedules for
the ATP Vampire for the 11th IJCAR ATP System Competition (CASC-J11). While the task
of schedule optimization has been tackled both in the context of automatic theorem proving
[3, 6, 11] and in general [12], our solution is original in several aspects:

• We used a randomized version of Vampire [8] as the target prover to obtain robust strate-
gies. In effect, we disregarded strategies that rely on a particular implementation of a
don’t-care non-deterministic choice point to solve a given problem.

• We used a greedy approximation algorithm for the budgeted maximum coverage prob-
lem [4] to fit a strategy schedule to performance measurements. This way, we got a
strong schedule quickly, even when fitting many observations. This was useful because
we used many strategies and training problems, and each strategy-problem combination
was evaluated several times to utilize the non-deterministic nature of the target prover.

For many years, Vampire’s schedules for CASC were constructed by Andrei Voronkov with
the help of a tool called Spider (unpublished). While we believe the above two points are indeed
unique to our approach, some of its other aspects (e.g., the strategy simplification described
below) could have been indirectly inspired by Spider through discussions with its author.

Architecture

Our process of constructing a strong schedule for Vampire 4.7 on a given training problem set
consisted of four phases:
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Division Problems SnakeForV4.7 Strongest competitor
Solved Rank Name Solved

TFA 250 218 1/5 cvc5 195
FOF 500 460 1/14 Vampire 4.7 451
FNT 250 159 3/6 Vampire 4.6 167
UEQ 250 207 4/9 Twee 2.4.1 216

Table 1: Performance of SnakeForV4.7 in CASC-J11

Strategy sampling. First, we sampled strategies from a fixed distribution on the strategy
space. We evaluated each sampled strategy on one problem from the training set. We sampled
the problems adaptively using the upper confidence bound method [1] to concentrate on hard
problems. We sampled the instruction limit from a log-uniform distribution on the interval
from 5× 109 to 5× 1010 instructions.

Strategy selection. We assessed the empirical hardness of the problems by counting suc-
cessful and unsuccessful proof attempts using the sampled strategies. When a strategy solved
a problem considered hard, we selected this strategy for simplification. We stored the problem
that testifies to the strategy’s usefulness along with the strategy.

Strategy simplification. We optimized each selected strategy by local search (modifying one
parameter at a time). We considered a neighbor strategy better if it improved performance on
the respective witness problem. As a tie-breaker, we favored the default values of the parameters
over the non-default values. Furthermore, once a parameter was set to its default value, we
no longer searched for alternatives. In effect, we gradually reduced (and never increased) the
number of non-default parameter values, thus simplifying the strategy.

Schedule optimization. We evaluated each simplified strategy on the whole training prob-
lem set a number of times. The number of evaluations was higher for strategies considered
useful by the schedule optimizer. We used the results of these evaluations to construct a strat-
egy schedule that approximately optimized the expected performance on the training problem
set.

Results and Future Work

Our system entered the demonstration division of CASC-J11 [10] under the name SnakeForV4.7.
It was evaluated in four competition divisions: Typed (monomorphic) First-order with Arith-
metic theorems (TFA), First-Order Form theorems (FOF), First-order form Non-Theorems
(FNT), and Unit EQuality clause normal form theorems (UEQ). For each of these divisions, we
optimized a schedule using the corresponding problems from TPTP v7.5.0. The final results
are summarized in Table 1. Note especially that our system outperformed all competitors in
divisions TFA and FOF.1

For the presentation at AITP, we plan to analyze the data collected during our schedule
construction to answer questions such as which parameter value combinations make up for
successful proving strategies, or which distribution on the strategy space should be used to
quickly discover complementary strategies useful for constructing strong schedules.

1Vampire 4.7 (and 4.6) relied on schedules constructed by Spider in 2019, so did not reflect on features added
to Vampire more recently, such as layered clause selection [2] or new arithmetic reasoning rules [7].
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